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Letter of Complaint to the Banking Ombudsman 

SJP O’Neill v ANZ regarding Loan 

1. This complaint follows on from the original complaint1 that I made to the Banking Ombudsman 

in 2014. Since then there have been several developments that justify revisiting this case. These 

include an admission by ANZ that it should have disclosed this information and there was no 

barrier to it doing so. 

2. This new complaint raises several questions and for simplicity and ease of response these are 

raised as separate issues. 

Disclosure 

3. This issue is all about disclosure. The general philosophy behind disclosure is that it enables 

people to make informed decisions. Fair and reasonable disclosure enables transparency and 

contributes to the checks and balances of responsible lending on both sides of the ledger. 

Ultimately this issue is all about bringing ANZ to a resolution most favourable to all parties that is 

consistent with its obligations to treat its customers fairly, reasonably and ethically.  

4. While ANZ could not have reasonably have been expected to know of my ex-wife’s personal 

challenges regarding financial management, by failing in its obligation of disclosure ANZ denied 

me the opportunity to stop, repay or otherwise mitigate her borrowing. That same failure when 

her company’s account was transferred to ANZ’s asset recovery section in 2013 denied me the 

opportunity to make informed lifestyle decisions when I was planning on leaving a well-

remunerated position in favour of lesser-paid roles that would allow me more time at home.  

5. ANZ again denied me the same opportunity when I first raised my concerns about the company’s 

financial position with it in November 20132. If ANZ had been candid about its obligations, its 

failure to meet them, and the company’s financial position, I would have had the opportunity to 

make informed decisions about my lifestyle and employment. If that had occurred, very likely 

this issue would never have deteriorated to this point. 

6. There is no direct legislative compulsion on ANZ to disclose information on company lending to 

the guarantor(s) of that lending. Equally there is no legislative obstacle to disclosing that 

information to guarantors. ANZ is challenged to demonstrate that its failures to disclose 

information to the guarantors of company lending are consistent with its obligations to treat its 

customers fairly, ethically and reasonably. 

Background 

7. In November 2013, ANZ contacted me3 seeking my approval for a loan repayment holiday for my 

ex-wife’s company accounts. As this dialogue progressed I became more and more concerned 

about the levels of debt that my ex-wife had accrued against her company and that this lending 

had not been disclosed to me. This was confusing as the tone of the original dialogue was very 

much that disclosure to the guarantor of a company’s lending was an accepted practice: 

                                                           
1 BOS KK/41839 dated 13 November 2014 
2 Email SJPONeill/John Brake ‘Re:  Ltd’ dated 15 November 2013 
3 Email John Brake/SJPONeill ‘ Ltd’ dated 12 November 2013 
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a. “…as there is a guarantee from you to the company  Ltd and vice versa I 

thought it would be prudent to contact you to disclose this information beforehand...4”  

b. “Full guarantor's disclosure would be sent to you once it has been set up.5”  

8. When I expressed greater interest in the company’s financial position6, ANZ advised “…under the 

Consumer Credit Contracts and Finances Act I need to know what level of information I am 

allowed to provide to you without overstepping the privacy of  Ltd…7”  Under the 

CCCFA, for personal lending, the bank must disclose changes to lending; company lending is not 

covered by this Act. A reasonable person would expect a bank manager to be aware of its 

employer’s disclosure obligations for different types of lending.  

9. As this saga developed it remains difficult to determine whether there is widespread sloppiness 

in ANZ’s management of its lending in general and its disclosure obligations; or whether it 

deliberately ignores those obligations as impediments to its business of lending, and employs a 

smokescreen of obstruction and deception to conceal this. Either practice is not what would 

reasonably be expected or accepted from a major banking institution. 

I responded to the original email on 15 Nov 13, chased it on 18 Dec 13 and did not get a response 

until 9 Jan 14, and no response to my follow-on email of 21 Jan 14. From this point, I began 

escalating my complaint through the ANZ hierarchy. 

Material change and higher obligations 

10. My original complaint8 to the Banking Ombudsman in 2014 was based on ANZ’s statements 

regarding its obligations to disclose information on company lending to the guarantors of that 

lending. These statements were made by ANZ’s regional manager for Hamilton, a position one 

would reasonably expect to be filled by competent bank officer and one supported by specialist 

advice when necessary. Those statements directly relate to and are consistent with statements 

by ANZ in April 2016. 

11. In a letter dated 12 March 2014, the ANZ regional manager for Hamilton stated “…however, 

under common law rules, we do have an obligation to you to tell you if there are any material 

changes that could affect your obligations as guarantor…” She closed the letter “…as mentioned 

above, we do have an obligation to tell you if there are any material changes that affect your 

obligations as guarantor. We would only have an obligation to tell you if new lending or changes 

to existing lending are material…9”  

12. I asked for clarification of ‘material change’ in the context in which the manager was applying it10 

and she responded: 

“…a change will usually be considered 'material' if it is significant or substantial when 

reasonably and objectively assessed. For example: 

                                                           
4 Email John Brake/SJPONeill ‘  Ltd’ dated 12 November 2013 
5 Email John Brake/SJPONeill ‘  Ltd’ dated 12 November 2013 
6 Email SJPONeill/John Brake ‘Re:  Ltd’ dated 15 November 2013 
7 Email John Brake/SJPONeill ‘Re:  Ltd’ dated 9 January 2014 
8 SJPONeill/Banking Ombudsman – Official Complaint dated 3 June 2014 
9 Letter Anna Martin/SJPONeill dated 12 March 2014 
10 Email SJPONeill/Anna Martin ‘Re; Ltd/ Simon O’Neill’ dated 12 March 2014 
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 1. Something that would not naturally be expected by a reasonable person to have 

happened between the debtor and a creditor. 

 2. A change that is significant and reasonably and objectively likely to affect the 

guarantor's decision to give, or continue to give, the guarantee…” 

 Because your guarantee is all obligations, it secures all amounts we lend to 

Limited from time to time. Because of this, a change in the amount of lending or a 

restructure of that lending is unlikely to be material unless there is a significant increase or 

change in lending beyond what would be contemplated by the parties when the guarantee 

was given11. 

13. This is a statement from a senior manager at ANZ, and one which she clarified and expanded 

upon in a manner consistent with the original statement. It is difficult to accept that the Banking 

Ombudsman could perceive this as a matter of miscommunication12. As a minimum, one might 

expect the nature of the miscommunication to be defined. 

14. In her response to my complaint, the Banking Ombudsman stated an opinion that “…as set out in 

the initial assessment, I am not aware of any common law obligation on a bank to provide 

ongoing disclosure in respect of a guarantee. I understand the common law obligation on a bank 

to disclose material information is limited to the time the guarantee is executed…13” This is 

contrary to ANZ’s position that a relevant material change would be “…a change that is 

significant and reasonably and objectively likely to affect the guarantor's decision to give, or 

continue to give, the guarantee...14” The phrase “…or continue to give...” clearly indicates that 

ANZ considers this obligation as one which extends beyond the time that the guarantee was 

originally given. 

15. Regardless of whether the Banking Ombudsman agreed or not in her findings, and noting that 

ANZ’s statement does not define a lesser requirement that that required, this can reasonably be 

accepted as a valid statement of the bank’s policy. It is unclear why the Banking Ombudsman 

would not express some concern when ANZ articulates a policy apparently so contrary to the 

Banking Ombudsman’s own understanding of disclosure in banking.  

16. In March 2014, I presented a case to ANZ that the circumstances of material change cited by its 

regional manager in Hamilton existed in my case15. This was escalated to ANZ’s ‘Customer 

Relations team’16. While ANZ’s response17 did not address this issue, it must be noted that it did 

not rebut but supported the stated policy on material change and guarantor disclosure. I have 

cited this policy in other correspondence with ANZ and it has not once been challenged or 

otherwise rebutted, making the Banking Ombudsman’s acceptance of this as 

‘miscommunication18’ puzzling. 

17. Can we accept that a regional manager for a major banking institution is both competent and 

sufficiently supported by specialist advice to be able to state with some credibility ANZ’s position 

                                                           
11 Email Anna Martin/SJPONeill ‘Re; Ltd/ Simon O’Neill’ dated 14 March 2014 
12 BOS KK/41839 dated 13 November 2014 
13 BOS KK/41839 dated 13 November 2014 
14 Email Anna Martin/SJPONeill ‘Re;  Ltd/ Simon O’Neill’ dated 14 March 2014 
15 Email SJPONeill/Anna Martin ‘Re;  Ltd/ Simon O’Neill’ dated 27 March 2014 
16 Email Anna Martin/SJPONeill ‘Re;  Ltd/ Simon O’Neill’ dated 28 March 2014 
17 Letter John Mayers/SJPONeill dated 24 April 2014 
18 BOS KK/41839 dated 13 November 2014 
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on a given issue? If this is the case, why would we not be able to accept such a statement as 

valid; or, putting it another way, what is the test for ‘miscommunication’ that must be passed for 

this statement to be considered invalid? 

18. When faced with a position so contrary to her own understanding of banking common law, why 

did the Banking Ombudsman did not seek further expansion from ANZ? It seems that either ANZ 

has a gross error in its understanding of its obligations for guarantor disclosure or that it has a 

regional manager whose competence must be questioned. One would expect either 

circumstance to concern the Office of the Banking Ombudsman. 

19. The role of watchdog organisations like the Banking Ombudsman is essentially to oversee the 

maintenance of minimum standards by member groups. When a member states that it applies a 

standard higher than the minimum requirement, which standard should it be held to: the one it 

states it applies or the minimum standard? Would we not reasonably expect any organisation 

which holds that it adheres to a higher standard would be held to the higher of the two 

standards and consider this is an accepted societal and business practice? 

20. In other words, a credible representative of ANZ stated a policy above the minimum required 

and, in the absence of any contrary advice from ANZ since, this is the standard it should be held 

to. 

The Code of Banking Practice: disclosure obligations to the givers of guarantees and security  

21. The Code of Banking Practice19 is prepared by the member banks of the New Zealand Bankers’ 

Association to set “…out good banking practices. Members of the New Zealand Bankers' 

Association agree to observe these practices as a minimum standard to maintain good 

relationships and communications with their customers…20” ANZ is a participating bank for the 

Code therefore the obligations in the Code apply to ANZ. The current version of the Code is 

dated 2012, with previous versions released in 2007 and 2003. 

22. The Banking Ombudsman’s Guide on Privacy and Confidentiality21 establishes the Code of 

Banking Practice as an authoritative reference for disclosure for banking practices in New 

Zealand. In the absence of any specific relevant legislation, the Code should be considered the 

prime reference on this subject. 

23. Section 1.1.f. of the Code states that the Code applies to ANZ’s relationship with all its customers 

other than our wholesale customers. In the absence of any exclusions or exceptions in the Code 

or elsewhere, the Code applies to company lending and ANZ is bound by the obligations within, 

i.e. there are no exclusions like those in Section 11 of the Credit Control and Consumer Finance 

Act 2003. 

24. Section 5.1.d. of the Code places an obligation on ANZ, when it approves a credit facility, to 

comply with all laws that may apply and inform any party providing security, of the debtor’s 

obligations including:  

“…the annual interest rate and whether it may be changed during the period of the credit 

Facility;  

                                                           
19 https://www.nzba.org.nz/assets/Uploads/codeofbankingpractice/NZBA.CoBP.2012.05.WEB.PDF  
20 https://www.nzba.org.nz/banking-information/code-of-banking-practice/  
21 https://bankomb.org.nz/news-and-publications/quick-guides/item/privacy-and-confidentiality  

https://www.nzba.org.nz/assets/Uploads/codeofbankingpractice/NZBA.CoBP.2012.05.WEB.PDF
https://www.nzba.org.nz/banking-information/code-of-banking-practice/
https://bankomb.org.nz/news-and-publications/quick-guides/item/privacy-and-confidentiality
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all fees and charges (including government charges and taxes);  

the period for which the credit Facility is available; 

the repayment terms, including any terms relating to early repayment costs;  

any information you need to supply to us during the term of the credit Facility; and  

any other important information such as any insurance and Security requirements, when 

penalty or default interest is charged or conditions you will need to meet before the credit 

Facility is made available to you…” 

25. In April 2014, I proposed to ANZ that the circumstances of material change as stated by its 

regional manager in Hamilton applied in my case, and challenged its failure to meet its disclosure 

obligations to me under this Section of the Code22. Although it confirmed that the information 

provided by its Hamilton regional manager was correct, ANZ did not address my position that 

the circumstances of material change existed for it to apply its stated obligation of disclosure.  

26. Its response stated “…you’ve suggested that clause 5.1.d of the Code of Banking Practice means 

that we should provide you with ongoing disclosure of Limited’s dealings with ANZ. 

We don’t agree. Section 5.1 does not relate to guarantors, whereas section 5.2 does. We believe 

this separation to be intentional…23” This response is contrary to: 

a. Section 5.2 of the Code which is titled “Guarantors and Providers of other Security” and 

which uses the phrase “Guarantee or other Security” in the opening paragraph. Use of 

‘other’ in this manner includes guarantee under security. 

b. Paragraph 13.1 of the guarantee which defines security as including “…a guarantee or 

indemnity, security interest, any interest in any land, mortgage, charge, lien or 

pledge…”24 

c. Loan documentation from ANZ (then NBNZ) in May 200425 26 27  which lists as security: 

i. All obligations guarantee from Limited in favour of Mr O’Neill and 

Ms 

ii. All obligations guarantee from Mr O’Neill and Ms in favour of 

Ltd 

iii. Guarantee of all obligations of and Simon John O’Neill from 

 Ltd in favour of the bank supported by mortgage over property 

situated at & , 

. 

iv. Guarantee of all obligations of Ltd from and 

 from in favour of the bank supported by mortgage over 

property situated at . 

                                                           
22 Email SJPONeill/Anna Martin ‘Re; Ltd/ Simon O’Neill’ dated 27 March 2014 
23 Letter John Mayers/SJPONeill dated 24 April 2014 
24 All obligations guarantee from Mr O’Neill and Ms  in favour of Ltd dated 3 June 2004 
25 Letter Cameron Marcroft (NBNZ)/Simon O’Neill,  dated 20 May 2004 
26 Loan agreement Cameron Marcroft (NBNZ)/ and Simon John O’Neill dated 27 May 2004 
27 Loan agreement Cameron Marcroft (NBNZ)/ Limited dated 31 May 2004 
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27. Section 5.2.a. of the Code lists specific matters that banks are required to ensure that guarantors 

are informed of prior to giving the guarantee. This list does not include any warning or caveat 

that implies, let alone states, that a bank may not disclose the information listed in Section 5.1.d. 

to guarantors. The absence of any such warning reinforces ANZ’s obligation under the Code to 

disclose that information to guarantors when each loan is approved. 

28. The only such indication is in paragraph 7.2.c. of the original guarantee in which “…The 

Guarantor acknowledges that…the Bank was not prior to execution of this deed and is not 

subsequently under any duty to disclose information to the Guarantor or to do or execute any 

matter or thing relating to the affairs of the Customer or the Customer's transactions with the 

Bank…” However, noting that there is an obligation on ANZ to disclose information to guarantors 

in the Code of Baking Practice and that authority to do so is included in the loan documents, this 

statement is analogous to a company attempting to waive its obligations under health and 

safety legislation. The statement is also not consistent with ANZ’s own statements regarding 

disclosure in 201328, 201429 30 and 201631. 

29. It is clear in the Code of Banking Practice (including previous versions back to 2002) and ANZ’s 

own documentation, including the original guarantee, that guarantees are a form of security. 

ANZ has a clear obligation to disclose the information listed in Section 5.1.d. thus guarantors are 

entitled to be informed of material changes and other information relating to the proposed 

lending. 

30. Senior bank officers are assumed to be competent and supported by specialist advice when 

required. When it considers the obligations placed on it by the Code for the providers of security 

to be separate from the obligations placed on it for, ANZ again appears to be applying a 

deliberate policy to obstruct and mislead. Again, it would be difficult to consider this to be yet 

another case of miscommunication. 

31. Under Section 5 of the New Zealand Code of Banking Practice, ANZ had a clear obligation from 

the date of the first loan to  Ltd in May 2004 to disclose the information listed 

above to me each time it approved a new credit facility. The loan account numbers indicate that 

there were fifteen such loans in total. Of these, only one was disclosed to me32 and ANZ not only 

disclosed to me but required my approval for the loan before approving it itself. 

32. It is not credible to accept that ANZ was not aware of its disclosure obligations to guarantors 

under the Code and that these were consistent with the contents of its own guarantee and loan 

documentation. 

The Code of Banking Practice: definition of ‘security provider’ 

33. In its response dated 24 April 2014, ANZ further stated “…the Code’s glossary defines security 

providers (described in section 5.1.d) as those that have provided a mortgage to a bank. A 

guarantee is not a mortgage instrument…33” This is a total fabrication: no version of the Code 

                                                           
28 Email John Brake/SJPONeill ‘  Ltd’ dated 12 November 2013 
29 Letter Anna Martin/SJPONeill dated 12 March 2014 
30 Email Anna Martin/SJPONeill ‘Re;  Ltd/ Simon O’Neill’ dated 14 March 2014 
31 Email Aaron Walshaw/SJPONeill ‘Guarantee Disclosure Decision – Limited’ dated 21 April 2016 
32 Loan agreement Kathleen Sweeney (NBNZ)/  Ltd dated 24 March 2009 
33 Letter John Mayers/SJPONeill dated 24 April 2014 
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back to 2002 includes the term ‘security provider’ in its text nor does any version back to that 

year include a definition of ‘security provider’. 

34. At the time, I was aware that ANZ and I had a clear dispute but it did not once occur to me that 

any reference used by ANZ might be fabricated to support its case. This deception was only 

discovered in mid-2016 as I prepared a ‘green fields’ brief on the issues for my lawyers. This is 

not a misunderstanding, or a miscommunication or an error: it is a blatant attempt to deceive 

and mislead. 

35. The Banking Ombudsman is requested to consider this action by ANZ under its obligations of 

conduct in the Code of Banking Practice. 

Credit Control and Consumer Finance Act 2003 (CCCFA) 

36. The CCCFA applies only to personal lending and not to company lending. In fact, this legislation 

does not even refer to company lending in any way. Section 11 of the CCCFA provides several 

criteria that must be met for a credit contract to be considered a consumer credit contract. 

These include that: 

11.1.a. the debtor is a natural person and  

11.1.b. “…the debtor enters into the contract primarily for personal, domestic, or household 

purposes…”  

Section 12. “…investment by the debtor is not a personal, domestic, or household purpose...”. 

37. Unless taken as a general indication of legislative intent toward guarantor disclosure in the 

absence of any similar legislation covering company lending, it has no place in any discussion of 

company lending. Neither ANZ nor the Office of the Banking Ombudsman has could cite similar 

legislation with respect to company lending. 

38. ANZ has, on several occasions, cited the CCCFA in reference to company lending. For example, in 

ANZ correspondence to me dated 9 January 2014 and 21 April 2016, the writers make the 

following statements: 

a. “…however, under the Consumer Credit Contracts and Finances Act I need to know what 

level of information I am allowed to provide to you without overstepping the privacy of 

XXXXXX XXXX Ltd…34” 

b. “…as you’re aware under the Credit Contracts and Consumer Finance Act (CCCFA) ANZ is 

not obliged to provide disclosure to a guarantor in respect of further lending when a 

business is involved. It’s up to the company in this case  Limited to keep you, 

the guarantor, informed of any material changes in respect of the lending…35” 

39. This reference to the CCCFA is, at best, misleading. This occurred over a period of years and 

involved bank officers in different geographic locations. It is difficult to accept that ANZ’s 

officers, from branch manager level and higher, do not have an able grasp of the legislation that 

controls banking in New Zealand. It is easier to accept that ANZ‘s policy of non-disclosure to 

guarantors of company lending is weak at best and that its practice of citing the CCCFA is part of 

a deliberate policy to mislead and obstruct any challenges to that policy. This would be 

                                                           
34 Email John Brake/SJPONeill ‘Re:  Ltd’ dated 9 January 2014 
35 Email Aaron Walshaw/SJPONeill ‘Guarantee Disclosure Decision –  Limited’ dated 21 April 2016 
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consistent with its inability to cite a specific reference to this text in the CCCFA when requested 

to do so36 37 38 39 40 41. 

40. The Code of Banking Practice 2012 (and previous versions in 2007 and 2002) is relied upon by 

the Office of the Banking Ombudsman as the primary reference regarding the conducts of banks 

in New Zealand. In Section 1.2.b.iv., the Code places an obligation on banks to act fairly and 

reasonably towards customers, in a consistent and ethical way. Even though ANZ may meet its 

obligation of consistency in this action, it is difficult to accept that deliberately citing legislation 

that is not relevant to company lending meets its obligations to treat customers fairly, 

reasonably and in an ethical way. It would also beggar belief that this is further 

‘miscommunication’ between ANZ and myself. 

41. The statement in the Banking Ombudsman’s letter of 13 November 201442 that “…It’s up to the 

company in this case Limited to keep you, the guarantor, informed of any material 

changes in respect of the lending…” is, contrary to both ANZ’s statements and the Code of 

Banking Practice as will be discussed later in this complaint. 

42. The Banking Ombudsman is requested to consider ANZ’s reference to the CCCFA to conceal its 

obligations of guarantor disclosure for guarantors of company lending against its obligations 

under the Code of Banking Practice to act fairly and reasonably towards customers, in a 

consistent and ethical way. 

Best Practice for disclosure 

43. In May 2015, my ex-wife was hospitalised with life-threatening conditions. The family took on 

her responsibilities and I continued to engage ANZ. My position has been: 

a. In the absence of any legislation obstacle to disclosure, ANZ had a clear obligation to 

disclose information on the company’s financial position to me as its guarantor. Its 

failure to do so over the twelve years since the original guarantee was given has denied 

me the opportunity to make informed decisions with direct regard to managing the 

excessive level of credit extended to my ex-wife under her company and, more 

generally, I have been denied the opportunity to make informed lifestyle decisions 

regarding matters like employment and property. 

b. Had ANZ disclosed this lending to me, I could have prevented further lending and 

purchases. Similarly, had it disclosed to me when the company’s accounts were 

transferred to ANZ’s Asset Recovery Section for active management, I could have acted 

to mitigate the situation. 

c. ANZ should waive all the debt arising from its failure to disclose this information. ANZ 

has conceded that it could do this in correspondence dated 22 September 2015. 

d. ANZ should have disclosed to me when the company’s accounts were transferred to 

ANZ’s Asset Recovery Section for active management. Because it not only failed to do so 

                                                           
36 Email SJPONeill/Aaron Walshaw ‘Guarantee Disclosure Decision – Limited’ dated 21 April 2016 
37 Email SJPONeill/Aaron Walshaw ‘Guarantee Disclosure Decision –  Limited’ dated 29 April 2016 
38 Email SJPONeill/Aaron Walshaw ‘Guarantee Disclosure Decision –  Limited’ dated 3 May 2016 
39 Email SJPONeill/Aaron Walshaw ‘Guarantee Disclosure Decision – Limited’ dated 10 May 2016 
40 Email SJPONeill/Aaron Walshaw ‘Guarantee Disclosure Decision –  Limited’ dated 11 May 2016 
41 Email SJPONeill/Aaron Walshaw ‘Guarantee Disclosure Decision –  Limited’ dated 24 May 2016 
42 BOS KK/41839 dated 13 November 2014 
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but concealed this information from me when I inquired about it, my position has sought 

reimbursement of fees and interest paid since November 2013. 

e. ANZ’s failure to disclose information on the company’s lending and financial position 

since 2004 allowed my ex-wife to accrue massive debt against her company. Not only 

has this placed massive stress on both of us during and after our marriage, but ANZ’s 

obstruction of my attempts to seek resolution mean that I have committed hundreds of 

hours of my time over three years to bring this affair to its current stage. My position 

has included a call for ANZ to provide compensation. 

f. Finally, ANZ advised us that our daughter’s home, for which we were co-partners, was at 

risk from my ex-wife’s company’s financial issues. ANZ later advised that this was an 

error caused by bank officers using an old version of the property title. This incorrect 

advice from ANZ was a primary cause of my ex-wife’s hospitalisation last year, and led to 

our daughter and her partner cancelling their wedding and taking on extra debt to 

renovate and refinance their home with an independent mortgage. 

44. In April 2016, ANZ advised that it accepted my position43. It did not qualify this acceptance or my 

position in any way. It also conceded that best practice would have been to disclose in all 

instances including company lending. This is contrary to previous statements that it was not 

authorised to disclose this information, or that the CCCFA prevented such disclosure. Please 

note that: 

a. ANZ has not once relied on the duty of confidentiality in the Code of Banking Practice to 

justify or defend its failure to disclose this information to me. 

b. This concession is consistent with the statements from its Te Rapa branch in November 

201344, and its common law disclosure obligations as stated by its regional manager in 

Hamilton in March 201445 46. 

c. This concession is consistent with ANZ’s disclosure obligations under Section 5 of the 

Code of Banking Practice. 

d. This concession appears contrary to the advice and findings of the Banking Ombudsman 

regarding disclosure to guarantors47. 

45. Because it conceded that best practice would be to disclose in all instances including company 

lending48, ANZ offered to reduce my personal liability under the guarantee to the amount of the 

only loan that it did disclose to me and require me to approve. In this case, this represents a 

reduction in liability of over 75% of current amount owed by the company. It formally presented 

that offer to me in May 201649. I accepted the offer, but struck out conditions relating to 

                                                           
43 Email Aaron Walshaw/SJPONeill ‘Guarantee Disclosure Decision – Limited’ dated 21 April 2016 
44 Email John Brake/SJPONeill ‘ Ltd’ dated 12 November 2013 
45 Letter Anna Martin/SJPONeill dated 12 March 2014 
46 Email Anna Martin/SJPONeill ‘Re;  Ltd/ Simon O’Neill’ dated 14 March 2014 
47 BOS KK/41839 dated 13 November 2014 
48 Email Aaron Walshaw/SJPONeill ‘Guarantee Disclosure Decision – Limited’ dated 21 April 2016 
49 Email Aaron Walshaw/SJPONeill ‘Complaint Response -  Ltd’ dated 31 May 2016 
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confidentiality and settlement in full50. While ANZ stated that it did not accept those 

amendments51, later correspondence indicates that it has accepted my amended version52 53 . 

46. While ANZ considers that it is under no obligation to disclose this information to the guarantors 

of company lending, the obligation to disclose is clearly stated in the Code of Banking Practice 

and in a manner consistent with ANZ’s own loan documentation. The offer to reduce my liability 

indicates that ANZ is under such an obligation and the amount of the reduction would indicate 

that it erred greatly in failing to meet this obligation. I also note that this is consistent with the 

advice offered by the solicitor who advised me prior to giving the guarantee54.  

47. This offer is, unfortunately, in my case, not as good as it sounds. Because my ex-wife’s company 

is categorised as joint matrimonial property, I remain vulnerable when ANZ seeks full repayment 

from her. Thus, I am not convinced that ANZ’s offer has been made in good faith.  I would 

however offer that it does set a major precedent for ANZ in its dealings with other guarantors of 

its company lending where it has failed in its obligations of disclosure. 

Authority to disclose 

48. Until July 2016, I have had no access to company records as these were held by my ex-wife after 

we separated. For the most part, I have had to rely on information shared with me by ANZ. Since 

I first raised my concerns about the company’s financial position with ANZ in November 201355, 

ANZ has consistently stated that it had no authority to disclose details of the company’s lending 

to me as the guarantor of that lending, for example: 

a. “…Unless we have  Limited's written consent, there is limited information 

we're able to give you…We're not able to give you any information about 

Limited's bank accounts with us, or other products and services they have with us…”56 

b. “…To date, the Bank has not received a formal request directly from  providing 

authority to disclose information on the company account.  Until such time as the Bank 

receives such a request in writing, the Bank will continue to liaise with you in your 

capacity as guarantor only…”57 

c. “…I’ve reviewed the correspondence we’ve exchanged and agree with the information 

we’ve given you - in summary this says that we won’t be providing you with the 

information you’re seeking about  Limited unless it meets the criteria we set 

out in our correspondence of 12 March 2004…”58 This confirms ANZ’s position as stated 

in b. above.  

49. In July 2016, the company shared with me records of its lending from ANZ. The loan account 

numbers indicate that ANZ extended fifteen loans to the company over the period 2004-2014. 

                                                           
50 Email SJPONeill/ Aaron Walshaw ‘Complaint Response -  Ltd’ dated 31 May 2016 
51 Email Aaron Walshaw/SJPONeill ‘Complaint Response -  Ltd’ dated 2 June 2016 
52 Letter Bell Gully 401-9024/ Simon John O’Neill dated 27 June 2016 
53 Email Aaron Walshaw/SJPONeill ‘RE: Documents as requested for  Limited’ dated 5 August 
2106. 
54 Email Ian McCulloch/SJPONeill ‘Guarantee – The National Bank of New Zealand Limited’ dated 9 May 2014. 
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While the shared company records are incomplete, each of the loan documents shared includes 

a clause that states: 

The customer must promptly provide the bank with any information or document requested 

by the bank relating to the Customer’s financial position or any security or any person 

providing security. The bank is authorised to disclose any information provided to any 

guarantor. 

50. The Banking Ombudsman’s Guaranteeing Somebody Else’s Debt59 states:  

Generally speaking, lenders are not obliged to notify guarantors of a borrower’s financial 

difficulties.  In fact, the bank could be in breach of its duty of confidentiality to the borrower 

if it did so.  The only exception would be if the guarantee has specific provisions all parties 

agree to for the bank to notify the guarantor.  

51. This statement is contrary to Section 5.1.d. of the Code of Banking Practice which places specific 

obligations of disclosure on a bank when it approves a credit facility. In addition, the Banking 

Ombudsman’s guide on Privacy and Confidentiality60 lists four circumstances under which a bank 

may disclose information and these apply equally across personal and company customers: 

When a bank is compelled by law to disclose information. This applies when a bank officer 

must give evidence about a customer’s affairs in court. A bank may also be legally required 

to provide specific information about a customer. 

When a bank has a public duty to disclose the information. This applies when there is a 

danger to the state or when the wider public needs protection against crime. A bank needs to 

balance the public interest with respecting a customer’s right to privacy when it considers 

providing that customer’s information to a third party. 

When a bank has to disclose information to protect its interests. This applies when a bank 

takes legal action against a customer, or defends an action from a customer. 

When a customer agrees to information disclosure. It is acceptable for a bank to disclose 

customer information if the customer agrees. A bank must ensure the information is correct 

and within the scope of the customer’s consent. 

52. This last circumstance includes a clause in a loan document which authorises a bank to disclose 

information to guarantors; or when the lender separately authorises the bank to disclose 

information to a guarantor. In addition, my ex-wife has stated to me and ANZ on several 

occasions that she granted ANZ authority to discuss any matter relating to her company from 

the time that the guarantee was first given. While ANZ has conceded this about more recent 

events, she has lost the email account in which earlier dialogues occurred. 

53. If the statement in the Banking Ombudsman’s guide was correct, one might reasonably expect 

that the New Zealand Bankers’ Association would have included this significant warning in 

Section 5.2.a. of the Code. This section lists specific matters that banks are required to ensure 

that guarantors are informed of prior to giving the guarantee.  

                                                           
59 https://bankomb.org.nz/news-and-publications/quick-guides/item/guaranteeing-somebody-else-s-lending  
60 https://bankomb.org.nz/news-and-publications/quick-guides/item/privacy-and-confidentiality  

https://bankomb.org.nz/news-and-publications/quick-guides/item/guaranteeing-somebody-else-s-lending
https://bankomb.org.nz/news-and-publications/quick-guides/item/privacy-and-confidentiality
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54. The disclosure clause in each of the loan documents meets the standard stated for disclosure by 

the Banking Ombudsman, that is, when a customer agrees to information disclosure. ANZ was 

authorised to disclose to any guarantor any information provided to it by the customer, in this 

case, my ex-wife’s company. Arguably, it would also have been in ANZ’s best interests to disclose 

this information both to ensure that its investment was secure and to avoid the situation it has 

now allowed to develop. 

Laxity in Business Practice 

55. In reviewing the source documentation to draft this complaint, there is a strong sense that ANZ 

and its previous subsidiary, the National Bank of New Zealand exhibit a lax approach in their 

business conduct. This includes: 

a. Mailing documents including cheque books to incorrect addresses. 

b. Sending cheque books that had been cancelled. 

c. Confusing business and personal banking entities e.g. referring to myself and my ex-wife 

as ‘The Directors’ in correspondence dealing with personal banking. 

d. The unauthorised transfer of funds from personal accounts. This occurred twice, once 

with the transfer of funds from my private account to my wife’s account in 2007; and 

the transfer of my daughter’s mortgage payments to be drawn my account in 2013. 

e. In 2013, my insurer advised that ANZ had inquired about my policies. When I queried 

this this ANZ, a bank officer named Daniel Holmes stated that it was all just routine and 

nothing to be concerned about. I learned later that Daniel Holmes was the bank officer 

managing he account in ANZ’s asset recovery section. 

f. In 2015, I offered to make regular payments to assist with the company’s situation to 

buy time to seek a permanent resolution with ANZ. I requested that these payments be 

drawn from a separate account so that my ex-wife would not be able to access the 

funds. ANZ stated that this was not possible.  

g. An inability to provide copies of company lending documents when directed to do so by 

the company directors. This includes copies of loan documents and documents relating 

to the sale of property. In one incident ANZ could provide documents relating to a 

property sale in 2008 but not those relating to a property sale within the last two years. 

h. ANZ’s confusion regarding my amendments to its offer of a reduced liability under the 

guarantee. While stating at the time it did not accept those amendments, subsequent 

correspondence indicated that it had. 

i. Stating that the company’s financial issues placed our daughter’s home at risk. This was 

a direct cause of my ex-wife’s hospitalisation in 2015, and forced my daughter and her 

partner to cancel their wedding to renovate their home to refinance with an 

independent mortgage. After they had committed to this course of action, ANZ advised 

that it had been in error, attributing this to relying on an old version of the property title. 

j. The fabrication of information that it attributed to the Code of Bank Practice to conceal 

its disclosure obligations under the Code. 
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k. Bank officers who appear unfamiliar with ANZ’s disclosure policies, its obligations under 

the Code of Banking Practice, application of the CCCFA, and even the contents of its own 

loan documents. 

56. I raise this now because this apparent general but consistent ineptness may be a contributing 

factor in ANZ’s management of this issue from the beginning. While it does not in any way 

excuses ANZ – one expects a major banking institution to hold itself to a high standard of 

professional conduct – it certainly would explain to some degree ANZ’s conduct over the last 

three years and its failure to meet its obligations of disclosure back to 2004. 

Summary 

57. I have been disadvantaged by ANZ’s failure to meet its obligations of disclosure to me as the 

guarantor of my ex-wife company. As a direct consequence of that failure, my ex-wife was, 

without my knowledge, able to accrue massive debt against her company. 

58. Even after direct inquiries, ANZ concealed from me that the company’s accounts were 

transferred to its asset recovery section in 2013. This denied me the opportunity to make 

informed choices regarding employment and lifestyle and allowed me to address this situation 

as it occurred. 

59. I have been further disadvantaged by ANZ’s reluctance to address and resolve my concerns 

when I first raised them three years ago. Whether this is due to a deliberate policy of obstruction 

or a culture of general sloppiness that permeates it as an organisation is largely irrelevant: either 

is cause for significant concern regarding ANZ’s standing as a major banking institution.   

60. Due to her personal illness throughout the period of the guarantee, my ex-wife is as much a 

victim in this as I am and should be considered in any awards or orders. 

61. There is no legislative obstacle to disclosure. While the Code of Banking Practice states a bank’s 

general duty of confidentiality, it defines specific obligations of disclosure which outweigh more 

general obligations. The sole obstacle to disclosure only appears to be the Office of the Banking 

Ombudsman’s predisposition towards banks’ duty of confidentiality. This, however, is not 

consistent with its own guide on confidentiality, the Code of Banking Practice or ANZ’s own 

positions in favour of disclosure (not withstanding its consistent failure to do so). 

62. Those specific obligations are clearly stated in the Code of Banking Practice, the key reference 

cited by the Banking Ombudsman regarding disclosure to guarantors, and are consistent with 

the terminology used in ANZ’s loan and guarantee documents. 

63. Those obligations are independent of the nature of the lending, that is, regardless of whether 

the lending is personal in nature or for business.  

64. Those obligations are consistent with ANZ’s own documentation including definitions of security 

and guarantee. 

65. Under the Code and specific disclosure clauses in its loan documentation, ANZ was authorised to 

disclose information on the company’s financial position to its guarantors from the time the 

guarantee was given. 

66. ANZ has admitted that it should have disclosed this information. 
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67. ANZ has offered to reduce my liability because of its failure to disclose this information to me at 

the time of the lending. This creates a precedent for other guarantors for whom ANZ has 

similarly failed in its obligations of disclosure. 

Resolution 

68. ANZ stated, without qualification, in April 2016 that it accepted my position. That position is a 

matter of record with ANZ: it is as detailed above and one that ANZ had ample opportunity to 

discuss before and after its decision to accept it. While the Banking Ombudsman cannot compel 

ANZ to honour its acceptance of my position, it can consider whether ANZ’s obligation under the 

Code of Banking Practice to treat customers fairly, reasonably and ethically if it does not honour 

its statement. 

69. The Banking Ombudsman may wish to consider ANZ’s conduct in the matter, both in its original 

failure to meet its obligation of disclosure and in its misleading and obstructive responses to my 

original inquiry in 2013. At what point might the Banking Ombudsman consider that widespread 

sloppiness in banking practice becomes the result of deliberate policy? Once this line is crossed 

is such policy beyond a failure of ANZ’s obligation under the Code to treat its customers under 

the Code fairly, reasonably and ethically and potentially a matter of criminal concern? 

70. The Banking Ombudsman does not have the power to cancel a contract that is legally binding as 

between a bank and its borrower. However, the legality of this lending may be arguable where 

ANZ has consistently failed in its obligation to disclose this lending to guarantors and that this 

disclosure forms one of the key checks and balances in responsible lending. 

71. The Banking Ombudsman may wish to consider its position when a bank offers a higher standard 

of conduct than what might be considered the minimum. 

72. The Banking Ombudsman may award compensation and is asked to consider awards 

considering: 

e. The resources, especially the hundreds of hours of my time, I have committed over three 

years to bring ANZ to concede that it should have disclosed to me this information on 

the company’s financial position. 

f. The stress of potentially losing my home that ANZ has caused me for three years. 

g. The detrimental effects on other family members including my ex-wife and my eldest 

daughter of ANZ’s general conduct in this matter and specifically the inaccurate 

information it provided regarding the risk to our daughter’s home. 

h. The way ANZ initially denied any authority to disclose, fabricated information it 

attributed to the Code, and generally attempted to obstruct and mislead me. Only when 

I persevered did it concede that it should have disclosed this information to me from the 

start. 

i. The detrimental effect on my quality of life when I have been fighting this with ANZ 

when I could have been studying, training, enjoying hobbies and time with friends and 

family. 

j. The effect on my ex-wife and myself of having to cash-in superannuation to cover costs 

while seeking resolution with ANZ and waiting for it to come clean and admit its error. 
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73. The Banking Ombudsman is requested to consider an award to reimburse fees, interest and 

penalties that I paid it as guarantor to cover the company’s arrears to keep this issue open while 

engaging ANZ. This would not have been necessary had ANZ been forthright and honest when I 

first expressed my concerns in 2013 and attempted to resolve the issue then. 

74. The Banking Ombudsman is requested to consider an award to cover my costs, mainly legal, in 

this campaign. 

Closure 

75. ANZ is already moving to force a mortgagee sale of my home and I expect to be homeless by 

Christmas. I have dedicated three years to bringing this campaign to this point, I am tired and 

over it. I would request that you consider these issues with some consideration for this time 

frame. 
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